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TRIAL FOR PIRACY.
was irregular and her nerves flurried,
THE WOODBRIDGE WONDER. the fact of the noise being produced in
The following letters, furnished by a
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
The very general interest which this differently before the family and spec correspondent of the Portland Courier^
JAMES K. REMICH.
subject appears to have excited, gives tators at various times, without the contain all the material facts elicited
Office on the Main-Street,—oppositetbaMeeling-House.
it a consequence which together with least apparent evidence of any exer during the trial of the Ptobbers of the
TERMS'OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
the testimony of intelligent and even tion on her part, and more especially Mexican.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within theyear.—
professional men has induced us to in when she had been so tied as to render
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
BOSTON, NOV. 1 1 *
vestigate it, and after the fullest inquiry it seemingly impossible that she could
remain unpaid at' the expiration of the year.—No
At 9 o’clock this morning Pedro
which we have Been enabled to give it, have made any effort, all of which, and Gilbert Bernardo de Soto and 10 seapaper dis^ontirfued, except at the option of the pub
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
we are free to declare our entire con much more, is substantiated by the. men were put to the bar on an indict
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
viction that it is a sheer imposture. most respectable testimony, are inex ment for piracy committed on board
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
Mr. Barron’s family, however, one and plicable without a frank confession the brig Mexican of Salem, in the year
charged for its insertion.
all and probably many of their neigh from her. Every effort, however, to 1832. The prisoners challenged about
bors, adhere to the impression that the procure this, has utterly failed, as all 50 before they obtained a satisfactory
MISCELLANEOUS,
girl is the subject of some inscrutable efforts to obtain it must while the family jury, who were afterwards sworn to try
The aborigines of Uan Dieman’s Land.
physical influence and that she exer cling to the conviction that the girl is the case between the United States and
•—Of all beings wearing the human
cised no sort of voluntary agency in innocent. We ought perhaps to say the defendants at the bar.-—The in
form these are the most debased and
producing the sounds with which the that there has been little or no return dictment being read, the District Attor
barbarous. T-heir complexion is jet
public are sufficiently familiar. On of the noise since Monday, it having ney stated to the Jury that this was a
black, their hair coarse and woolly,
this point we have ourselves no doubt been heard twice or three times only crime not only by our laws but by
their features flat, disagreeable, almost
whatever. The art with which a girl we believe since.
those of the country where the prison
hideous. They go perfectly naked, and
so inexperienced has been able suc
We have been thus particular, not ers were born. He then briefly re
live entirely in the woods, with no oth
cessively to practice upon the creduli only from a just regard to public curi counted the facts whiqh he intended to
er habitation than a hollow tree, or
ty of not only one family, but of mul osity, but because the case has attract prove ; stated how these men came to
cave, or at best a miserable hut rudely
titudes who went expressly to discover ed the attention of professional and be suspected and apprehended, and
constructed of stick» and bark. Their
it, is however a marvel and one which scientific gentlemen in various places. closed by reading to them the laws on
mind is as dark and debased as their
yet needs explanation.
Those who have addressed us special piracy.
bodies. Their manners and habits are
Having ascertained by conversation ly on this subject, will, we presume,
The first witness called was Capt.
characterized by the low instinctive
with a number of gentlemen whose consider the statement a sufficient an Peabody of Salem, who stated that he
craftiness and cunning, the exercise of
judgment is at all times entitled to res swer to their inquiries.
owned the Mexican, and that on the
which is alone adapted to their preca
pect, and among others Drs. Craig
28th August, 1832, she sailed from Sa
rious and predatory mode of existence.
and Drake of Rahway that their clo
HOUSEHOLD AFFAIRS.
lem for Rio, with $20,000 in Specie on
With the cunning of the fox they com
sest observations had failed to unravel
Corn Starch,—-we are advised by an board—he also pointed out on the chart
bine the active ferocity of the tiger;
the mystery, we called upon Dr. Drake excellent housekeeper, is no wise in the cruise a vessel would take from Sa
[From the “ Kentuckian in New York.”]
and as the wild animals of their coun
The Kentuckian’s notion of being in on Monday in company with Dr. Pen ferior to wheat starch, while it can be lem to Rio, and also that from Havana
try resemble none other in the known company with fine ladies»—“ Were you nington of this town, and together with made with half the labor and expense. to Africa ; and that they would meet
world, so do they differ from all the ever in company with fine ladies ?” Mr. Greene, late editor of the Advo As this is the season for making it, we if the one had 9 days start of the other
human beings hitherto discovered by asked Chevillere.
cate, were introduced to the family.— have obtained from our informant, for in about the lat. of 33, Ion. 34, where
the restless spirit of enterprise. In a
Yes ! and flummock me if ever 1 Notwithstanding the assurance given the Cultivator,
this piracy was committed* The Capt.
word, they possess in a remarkable want to be so again ; for there I sat that the noise had ceased for the day
Directions for making It.—Take 30 of the Mexican testified that on the
degree the highest attributes of bfute with my feet drawn straight under my and probably would not return till the good ears of green corn, fit for eating, morning of the 20th of September they
instinct, rendered more powerful and knees, head up, and my hands laid next morning, the girl was requested to grate the corn with a large grater, a saw a sail at the distance of 4 miles
more pernicious by the perverted glim close along my legs like a new recruit run up and down stairs, an exercise lanthorn will do, into a pail of water ; standing for him—that she soon tacked
mering of reason with which even the on drill, or a horse in the stocks; and which it had been alledged usually turn the whole through a fine metal and proved to be a Baltimore sch. and
lowest in the scale of humanity are to twist me if I didn’t feel as if I was a- aggravated the paroxisms, and even cullender, or a coarse cloth strainer, came up with him; that they then
a certain extent endowed.
bout to be nicked. The whole compa sometimes produced them. Very con to separate the hulls, &c. ; then change tacked, not liking her looks, and the
Westminster Review.
ny stared at me as I had come without trary to all expectations after the assu the water two or three times, to render schooner soon followed them and com
an invite ; and I swear I thought my rance given, soon after the girl had left the starch, which settles at the bottom, ing near fired a gun and hailed them
A great discovery in Chemistry, has arms had grown a foot longer, for 1 the room the thumping commenced, as white and clean ; and after the last wa in broken English.
Where from—
lately been made by Dr. Richenbank, could not get my hands in no kind of a if for our special accommodation I— ter is removed, the starch may be cut where bound—what time—and what is
of Germany : he having succeeded in comfortable fix—first tried them on my As has been observed by others'the in pieces, laid out a few days to dry, your cargo ? they replied correctly,
extracting from tar and smoke a hither lap, there they looked like going to noise evidently accompanied her when it is fit for use, and may be kept stating that their cargo was saltpetre
to unknown substance, which he calls prayers, or as if 1 was trying that way : through the house, and was at times any length of time. This quantity and tea. He was then ordered on
Kreosot, (flesh preserve.)—This sub then 1 slung them down by my side, loud enough to create a question will suffice a year for a small family. board and as soon as he reached the
stance possesses the property of resist and they looked like two weights to a whether a little girl of 14 could have
fore chains of the vessel, 5 men jump
ing putrefaction, in a most eminent de clock ; and then I wanted to cross my produced it by stamping with a slipper.
POST OFFICE LAWS.
ed in and ordered him on board the
gree, and when diluted with water, legs, and I tried that, over and over, After this exhibition she was confined
188. “ In every instance in which brig—as soon as they arrived one of
fresh slaughtered meat, after having but my leg stuck out like a pump han to a small room and requested to keep newspapers that come to your office are them asked him down into the cabin
been immersed in it for a few minutes, dle : then my head stuck up through a moving on a line between the door and not taken out by the person to whom and when he turned round he found
may be kept in open air and in the hot- glazed shirt collar like a pig in a yoke : window. On every approach to it, they are sent, you will give immediate 3 of them there with drawn knives ;
est weather, for any length of time then 1 wanted to spit, but the floor the door was violently shaken as if notice of it to the publisher—adding and they cried “ money, money.” He
without becoming, the least affected. looked so fine that I Would as soon have iwith the full force of a man, though the reason, if known, why the papers through fear of his life, showed them
This fact led several eminent physi thought of spitting on the window : and the blow itself could not be distinguish are not taken out.
where it was and they went on deck
cians to experiments with it, in treat then to fix me out and out, they asked ed. The window, however, marvel “ If any person employed in any de and hailed the sch. with “ plenty of
ment of human disease, applying it both us all to sit down to dinner ! Well, lously escaped this time, notwithstand partment of the Post Office, shall im■ money, plenty of money,” and called
internally and externally, in which things went on smooth enough for a ing that in the history of the case, win properly detain, delay, embezzle, or' for the launch—soon the launch came
they have been crowned with the most ; while, till we had got through one whet dows appear to have been specially destroy any newspaper, or shall per with ten or 12 men in it. During this
striking success. People afflicted with at it. Then the imp of a nigger came exposed to the mystic principle. Fail mit any other person to do the like, or delay some of the pirates had ordered
the horrid disease of cancer, after hav to me first, with a waiter of little bowls ing in these efforts to demonstrate the shall open, or permit any other one to the crew into the run to get up the mo
ing been dispaired of by the most skil full of something, and a parcel of tow girl’s agency, though the fact that the open, any mail or packet of newspa ney and afterwards they carried it on
ful physicians, have been completely els slung over his arm ; so 1 clapt one presence of an eye was sufficient to pers, not directed to the office where deck where it was put into the launch
cured by Kreosot.—For wounds and of the bowls to my head, and drank it stop the noise in a moment might seem he is employed, such offender shall, on —After the money was carried away
sores in general, it has been found the down at a swallow. Now, Stranger, sufficient to dispel any faith not strong conviction thereof, forfeit a sum not they ransacked the vessel carrying abest remedy known, and is particularly what do you think was in it ?
enough to remove mountains, we pro exceeding fifty dollars, for every such way with them leather and shoes, &c/
recommended in surgical operations, as
“ Punch, I suppose, or perhaps it ceeded through various other trials. offence. And if any other person shall &c. ; they then fastened the men be
it prevents inflammation, and stops the might be apple toddy.”
At length she was requested, being call open any mail or packet of newspapers, low, who from the stern windows saw
most excessive bleeding almost instant
“ So I thought, and so would any ed to take charge of an infant in the or shall embezzle or destroy the same, the schooner sail away.—As soon as
ly.—P/u/ad. U.S. Gaz.
body as dry as I was, and that wanted nursery, to sit in a given position be not being directed to such persons, or they thought it safe they stove a pas
something to wash down the fainty fore the door, which of course was clo not being authorized to receive or open sage way on deck where they found
[From the London. Sun.]
stuffs that I had been lying in ! but no ! sed. In a few minutes the thumping the same, such offender, on conviction the caboose on fire and a barrel and
The total destruction of both Houses it was warm water ! Yes ! you may returned frequent and loud as ever. thereof, shall pay a sum not exceeding bucket filled with tar and old rope.
of Parliament by fire last night, will laugh, but it was clear warm water. But unfortunately for the illusion a twenty dollars, for every such offence.” The main sail was cut away and had
182. “ You are not to open, or suf fallen over the caboose so that the fire
mark the commencement of a new era The others dipped their fingers into wide crevice at the bottom of the door
in the history of England. The future the bowls and wiped them on the towels fully exposed to us all, the agency of fer to be opened, any packet of news' would soon have caught that, and the
historian when he comes to this resting as well as they could for giggling ; but her feet in producing it. We watched papers, which is not addressed to your rigging and the vessel have been burnt
place, will suspend his narration to it was all the fault of that pampered her from this position without inconve office, under a penalty of fifty dollars.” up. The Capt. could not identify ei
dwell with melancholy pleasure on the nigger, in bringing it to me.first. As nience, though nearly half an hour, un —Act of 1825, sec. 30.
ther of the prisoners at the bar, but
188. “ You will not allow newspa said he had seen one in Salem who he
glories of which these now smoking soon as I catched his eye, I gin him a til assurance was rendered doubly
pers to be read in your office, by per could swear stood over him with a
ruins were a witness—to üeCall the hal wink, as much as to let him know that sure.
One of our number opened the door sons to whom they are not addressed, drawn knife in the cabin, and that in
lowed recollections of the triumphs of if ever I caught him on my trail, I
freedom obtained within those walls would wipe him down with a hickory suddenly, when the thumping as sud nor lend them out to such, in any cáse,i Salem he was chained with one of the
denly ceased. Cornelia, however, without permission of the owners.”
and perhaps to daté from the downfall towel.” :
witnesses. It was proved this man
!
stoutly resisted the imputation of hav
of this venerable pile, changes the most
had committed suicide in Boston jail.
Waterville College.—The efforts of The mate testified to the same things
momentous which have stampt their
There is a fellow now going about ing any voluntary agency in it.
There being no longer the slightest the enemies of this institution do not as the Capt. and swore to two of the
impress on the character of a great London calling himself a Mahommedan
people. We saw the fire from every Missionary, sent by the Prophet to con doubt on our minds on the subject, the seem to have affected its prosperity prisoners present, as having been on
point to which an approach to it could vert the English. * By the singularity only problem remaining to be solved materially. It has now a larger num board the Mexican—Francisco Ruis he
be made, and never before did we be of his demeanor he Collects a crowd, to was how she had contrived to deceive ber of students, we believe, than it has said stood at the gangway of the fore
hold a spectacle so awfully grand—so whom he expounds in the vernacular■ the family, the physicians and others had at any previous period. Seniors castle with a knife and hindered his
who had repeatedly witnessed, as well 14, Juniors 28, Sophomores 31, Fresh coming on deck.-—Manuel Borgya, an
sublimely terriffic.. On Westminster English, the doctrines of the Koran.
as listened to the performance, and the men 28, and 8 entered for a partial other prisoner, he also saw on board,
bridge and more than a mile beyond
it, whither the wind blew for about two Bronze Sheathing»—The French have motive which promptedit. For it is course. We are informed the cata and in Salem he saw another man who
hours after the breaking out of the made some very successful experiments proper to remark that the statements logue does not include the whole of the was on board, but was not now here.
flames, it literally rained fire. The in sheathing their vessels of war with on this subject heretofore published Freshmen class, some having entered
boston, NOV. 12*
crowds of people who flocked from all bronze, a hard composition of copper• have been abundantly verified and since it was printed. The expenses
Six or eight of the Mexican’s crew
directions was immense, and but one and tin. it is said to be much more; give evidence of a degree of dexterity are as follows—Tuition, room rent, &c.
feeling of sorrow seemed to pervade durable than copper alone. The Brit. and art equal to the most practised $32—incidental, 5—board in com have to day been examined, and I be
mons, $1 per week—wood, $2 cord— lieve every one has identified Ruis asthe people—all united in a wish to pre ish are about to try the experiment oni conjurer.
having been on board their ship at the
The circumstances of her having washing 37^ cents dozen.
serve these monuments of the freedom some government vessels, by sheathing■
time
of the piracy. Four of these
Hall&well
Adv.
>
kept
the
whole
family
up
through
sevof Britain—these theatres upon which anew, one side with copper and the
identified Garcia, and the cook swore
were acted whatever is greatest, noblest other with bronze. Some merchant; eral nights, the physician being called
“ A Farm School,”—has been es■ that when the pirates came on board!
and most glorious in her past records. vessels have already adopted the new in at midnight, and finding her appa
tablished
on one of the beautiful islands; he was on the top of the caboose lookrently
under
some
spasmodic
affection,
Much was done ; and to the cheerful sheathing. It is a little dearer at first
her submitting to the lancet, and the in Boston Harbor. To this school are: ing at the schooner, and that he saw in
and timely exertions of such persons than the old.
failure to draw blood, the periodical sent boys who lack the care of parents, her fore top a man who was now in
the country is indebted for the preser
It is stated in the Edinburgh Phre suspension and return of the same and responsible guardians---- lads, Court, and that he recognized him from
vation of Westminster Hall and the ad
nological Journal for September, that scenes through a fortnight, of her being whose habits are not fixed to evil, tho’' the scars in his face. On being order
joining Law Courts.
It is impossible to contemplate these the head of Napoleon was larger than examined by physicians who qluring their associate.: .o .re unfriendly to vir ed, to point him out he placed his
hands on the black, one of the prisonJ these periods thought her circulation tue.—Soulhe'r. ■- i-aiRer.
splendid ruins without feeling that an- that of any man in Europe.
AND. MAINE PALLADIUM,

other link which connected the past
with the present is broken.
Here,
within these walls the most mem
orable of Freedom’s battles were
fought—here the great charter of En
glish liberty was first unfolded for the
protection of the people—and here an
humble member of the House of Com
mons—Hampden—dared to brave the
power of a royal despot. Within the
now bare and roofless walls of St. S’s.
Chapel did William Rufus with the no
blemen of his Court, prostrate himself
in prayer, and Edward III. give to
Heaven those hours which were not
devoted to the happiness of his subjects.
The House of Lords, too—the first
Legislative chamber in the world—was
not without a host of recollections
which rendered it an object of venera
ble respect in the eyes of the country.
Here stood Elizabeth, in all the pride
of regal triumph, announcing the de
struction of the Spanish Armada—
whose foundering fleet formed the nev
er-to-be-forgotten needle work decora
tion of the lofty walls ;—here William
III. gave the Bill of Rights to English
men ; and here the final words were
spoken which gave toleration to the
Dissenter, emancipation to the Catho
lic, and freedom to the slave.

The following notice of the eclipse of the
ers, \vho has his face tattooed. Thus the this man of the fluency and ease with which
Sun, which is to occur on Sunday next, is
FOREIGN NEWS,
Mexican’s crew have identified three of the a man can speak profanely in the Spanish
taken from the American Almanack for SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1834.
language.
His conduct may in part have
Later from France and England.— 1834.
men.
Until this time no signs of fear or dread proceeded from the very strange manner in French papers of the 23d ult. have been re
Great Eclipse of the Sun. — The most ELECTION FOR MEMBER OF CON
GRESS IN YORK DISTRICT.
had been manifested by any of the prison which the examination has been conducted : ceived at New-York by the packet ship remarkable of the Phenomena that this year,
ers ; but as soon as Joseph Perez, one of probably no witness had ever greater caus£ Rhone. We perceive little of importance 1834, will happen, is the Eclipse of the Sun
(SECOND TRIAL)—DECEMBER 8, 1834.
their crew, who has become State's evidence, for vexation and anger than Perez, and to in the extracts which are furnished in the on Sunday, the 30th of November. This
this
must
be
ascribed
many
apparent
con

took the stand, they appeared to be affected.
papers brought by the R.'—Bost. Dai. Adv. is the third of the very uncommon series of
WHIG CANDIDATE.
Perez was sworn on a Catholic Bible after tradictions in his testimony.
Great damage has been done by violent! five large eclipse?, visible to us, in the short
HORACE PORTER,
One of the midshipmen who captured the storms, at the ports of Dieppe and Havre.
the catholic form, and then stated as fol
term of seven years ; the fourth of this se
of Kennebunk,
pirate was next called to the stand, who
Accounts from Lisbon and Oporto of the ries will take place 15th May, 1836, and Nominated on the Second Monday of Septem
lows.
That he went on board the Pinda in Ha gave us a full account of the way in which 12th October state, that the army was well the last, Sept. 18, 1838.
ber last, at the Polls, by
vana, that Pedro Gibert, one of the men at she was taken, and his testimony greatly affected towards the government, and that
The eclipse of the present year will
3642
strengthened
that
of
the
preceding
witness.
the bar, Bernardo de Soto, the mate, and all
no disaffection was apprehended, in the doubtless receive great attention throughout
the men now at the bar were on board ; — Besides capturing the Pinda fthe sup event of any attempt at invasion, on the part our country. In those places where its of the Independent Electors of York County.
that they sailed from Havana on the 20th posed pirate schooner) they captured some of Don Miguel.
Aristocracy.—The Jackson county con
magnitude will not exceed 11 digits, much
or 26th of August, 1832 ; that when they time afterwards another schooner, La Es
Letters of the 10th from Barcelona state diminution of the light is not to be expected vention will be held at Alfred to-day. We
passed the Moro, they were hailed, what peranza, for helping the pirates escape from that the cholera was raging there with vio even at the time of the greatest obscuration ;
know not who will be nominated as the can
ship ? and answered Pinda, bound to Prin Nazareth to Isle of Princes.—She was car lence, the number of deaths being about one perhaps however, it may be sufficient to ren
cipe, Pedro Gibert Captain. That on the ried to England to be condemned, but I be hundred a day, but that it was believed to der visible the planet Venus, then above 30 didate for Congress, but we guess the caucus
20th of September, he being at the mast lieve was not. The Pinda when taken, be subsiding. The same disease broke out degrees E. S. E. of the Sun, and much will be a packed one, and that Mr. Goodwin
head saw a
; that they afterwards was completely fitted up for slaves and on the 27th of September, at Oran in Af nearer to the earth than usual : nor will the will be re-nominated by a nearly unanimous
stood for her ; that she changed her course would in a few days probably have taken rica.— There is nothing of importance from obscuration be very great where the eclipse vote. In case Goodwin is cast out, as run
but they pursued her, and when they came 450 on board as that was their intention. Spain.
is almost total ; since it has been observed down and no longer sea-worthy, a lawyer
near they fired a gun at her ; that the brig The prisoners were obtained at different
Accounts from Constantinople of the on former occasions, that the uneclipsed will doubtless be nominated. Mr. McIntire
lay to ; that the Pinda hailed her, and she places on the coast of Africa, and some of 25th of September represent the dominion part even when reduced to a mere point, is a lawyer and held a profitable office for
answered she was from Boston bound to Rio them at Fernando Po confessed their guilt of the Egyptians in Syria as of doubtful sta sheds sufficient light to render small objects years before he was elected to Congress.
Janeiro ; that they were ordered to send — they were carried from Africa to Ply bility, owing to the disaffection of the peo visible, and invisible the brightest of the
Mr. Goodwin has been the incumbent of a
their boat on board, and as soon as the boat mouth, and from thence to Salem.
ple. It is also staled, that preparations for stars. Indeed, on account of the refraction
profitable
office for about twenty-years, and
Thus
far
the
prisoners
have
appeared
to
reached the schooner the 3d mate, boat
war are actively making by the Porte.
of the sun’s rays by the atmosphere of the now, as one of the party informed us a while
swain, carpenter, and a sailor jumped in be as unconcerned as those around them ;
An Antwerp Journal has the following : earth, the darkness can hardly with strict
and ordered them back ; that they went on they laugh and talk as freely and with as 11 Doctor Francia who lias governed the ness be considered total, even when the sun since, he would like to spend one or two win
deck and soon after he saw the boatswain much composure as though they were being Paraguay since the emancipation of Spanish is completely shut out from the sight. In ters in Washington, and would rather have
come on deck with a handful! of dollars, tried for a mere petty larceny.
America, has, at” the age of sixty-five years, the great and remarkable eclipse in June the people pay his expenses than defray them
and cried out, we have found what we
just married the daughter of a French mer 16ih, 1806, when the sun was totally ob himself, and so it seems he has instructed his
District Court of the United States.— chant, M. Durad, jr. of Bayonne. By the
want.
scured at Boston for five minutes, as much partisans to nominate him for Congress.
Capt. Gibert answered, well, well, and Yesterday morning, the Jury, to whom the marriage contract the young bride is to suc light remained as is given by the moon If it should be considered too dangerous an
case
of
the
persons
charged
with
piracy
had
told him to search her well and send the
ceed to the political authority of her hus when full, and greater darkness will not experiment to re-nominate him, probably the
money aboard ; that it come in ten boxes been committed on the day preceding, camp band in case he should die without direct probably be experienced, in any place on the
Reporter or some other lawyer will be the
each marked P or B*, he was not sure which, into Court to announce their verdict. Five and lawful heir. A French lady therefore,
present occasion.
candidate.—Mr. Porter, the whig candidate,
that the money came in the American’s boat were acquitted and seven found guilty. may possibly at some future period govern
Throughout the United States, however,
towed by their own launch ; that the boats Those acquitted were, Nicholas Costa, An one of the first countries of South America.” a great depression of the thermometer, if was educated a Mechanic, as is well known
in this vicinity, and has always been a work
retorned to the brig and brought some spars tonio Fereir, Jose Velasques, Antonio Porplaced in the sun, will probably be noticed ;
and a keg of butler ; that he saw the sailors tana and Domingo de Guzman; who were
Foreign.— We received on the evening and for some minutes before and after the ing-man—and whatever of property he has
cutting away the rigging, and heard them forthwith discharged, on motion of the pris of the 24th, our files of London papers to moment of greatest obscuration the power of accumulated is the product of honest indus
say they had fastened the crew below and oners’counsel. The following were found the 24th ult. and Liverpool to the 25th,
a lens to produce combustion, by condensing try.—The Jackson office-holders own and
made a smoke to suffocate them. When guilty : Pedro Gibert, Bernardo de Soto, brought by the packet ship Roscoe.—ib.
the solar rays, will be nearly if not entirely control a newspaper establishment and with
the boats were about half way between the Francisco Ruiz, Manuel Costillo, Angelo
On the 23d, which was the day fixed for destroyed.
At the time of the annular their fat salaries, assume to be the masters
vessels they knocked out the bottom of the Garcia, Juan Montenegro and Manuel Boy- the re assembling of Parliament, the House eclipse of Februrary 12th, 183!, it was ob
and dictators of the people in political things.
ga. De Soto, the mate, was recommended of Lords met in their library room, which
American boat and she sunk.
served by the editor, that the thermometer The cause of the whigs is a common cause—
to
mercy
by
the
Jury.
After this we sailed to the coast of Afri
had been fitted up for the purpose. An or in the sun, fell from 73 to 29, and that du
Boston Daily Adv. of 27th inst.
ca, and after cruising round we heard that
namental chair was stationed at one extrem ring the continuance of the ring, no sensible men assemble from the field, the mechanic’s
shop and the office of the professional man,
the news of the capture had reached Prince’s
ity, as a substitute for the throne, and in
Tory Practices.—'The N. Y. Courier front of it was placed a miniature represen effect was produced by placing its blacken and select a candidate to be supported by
Island, where an English frigate lay : that
ed bulb in the focus of a powerful burning j
them for a public office. No deference is
the frigate came to the river Nazareth after states, that the day after the recent election tation of the wool-sack. The Commons
glass.
a
female
who
employs
forty-one
sewing
them.
assembled in a portion of the old buildings,
This eclipse, as will be seen on tracing paid to wealth or profession. All are ‘ free
But afterwards some boats came and took women called on a large manufacturer of which the fire had spared, whence they
the
path of the centre, will be total in a and equal.’ And yet the office-holders claim
the Pinda, the crew having left her. Be clothing in Maiden Lane for her usual quan proceeded to the temporary House of Lords,
small part of the Territory of Arkansas, to be exclusive democrats and denounce the
tity
of
work.
His
first
question
was
“
Is
fore they left her, Ruis the carpenter, went
where the Parliament was prorogued by and of the States of Mississippi, Alabama, whigs as aristocrats ! Could there be any
into the cabin and put a match to a keg of your husband a Tory or a Whig?" “ A commission to the 25ih of Nov.
Georgia, and South Carolina. The princi thing more absurd and ridiculous?—Will the
powder, so that it might explode.—Ruis car Whig" was the reply, “ and voted the
The latest accounts from Spain represent pal places, in which the obscurity will prob people—the working-men of the community
whig
ticket.
”
“
Then
you
can
have
no
ried away the vessel’s papers.—The boats
that the Queen’s troops have reached Vitto ably be complete, are Charleston, Beaufort,
suffer themselves longer to be made the
carried off the schooner, and in a few days more work from me” was the prompt de ria.
The hostile forces continue to move South Carolina, Savannah, Milledgeville,
cision
of
the
T
ory
!
The
wife
of
the
Whig
they returned and fired on the town because
from point to point without coming to an Tuscaloosa, and Little Rock. The great instruments, by designing office-holders, to
the king would not give up the crew. Du with the true spirit of the wives and moth engagement. Gen. Mina whose health had est duration of total darkness in any place keep power in the hands of the few ? will
ring the firing the Pinda blew up. After ers of ’76, replied that if she had known been infirm, was so far recovered, that he will be at Tuscaloosa and Beaufort—these they sanction, by their votes, the pretension
wards the Captain sent me and four men, he was a Tory she would not have worked was expected soon to assume the command places lying very near the central path. At that none other than a Lawyer or one who
now here, down to the shore for the money for him, and then went home and dischar of the army.
Charleston and Savannah, the duration has long held a profitable office is capable of
buried there. We left $5000 for him and ged half her sewing women !
It is stated in the London Morning Her will be considerably less, the former being representing them in Congress ?
This
occurred
on
the
first
day
after
the
brought $6000 to him, which he divided
ald, that the Viceroy of Egypt has for
Tones knew they were successful and was, warded to the French and English Govern situated about forty miles north of this path,
among the crew.
The last number of the office holders’ or
the latter, about thirty south. The width of
The Boatswain and five of us seamen re we presume, in obedience to the Constitu ments, a statement of the grievances which the line of total darkness varies in its passage gan contains a despicable article over the
mained at Fernando Po, where the Boat tion of the Association.
he has experienced from the Sultan. The across the earth, but in the U. States will be signature of“ York.” It is not, as appears to
us, what is generally termed an electioneering
swain died. Three of the seamen are there
document is represented to be drawn With
Gall.and wormwood for the President. much care, and at considerable length. In about one hundred miles. Those of the article, but seems rather to be an ebullition of
and one killed himself. We were put on
spleen,
Atlantic States, who desire to behold this 1 personal
,
,
, and to have been dictated by
board a vessel and after cruising round — Mr, Poindexter was received with cheers it he maintains, that he is ready at any mo rare spectacle—the most magnificent and I envious and malignant feelings, on the part
there we returned to Fernando Po, where I when he entered the Tremont Theatre, Bos ment to make war on Turkey, in defiance of sublime of the phenomena of Nature, com par- j nf
of thfi
the wrhfir
writer, tnwaril
toward thft
the whioF
whig candidate for
saw the other prisoners.
After this we ton, and six rounds was given him when he Russia, to whose machinations he attributes ed with which, even Niagara sinks into medi Congress. The writer is known—his produc
were carried to England and brought from left. The whig party in Boston have re the late revolt in Syria. He states, that his ocrity— will find Beaufort the most eligible tions can be detected by the recklessness of
ceived him with enthusiastic attachment. army consists of 160,000 men ; that it can
truth, the uncourteousness of manner and the
there to Salem.
So much for the personal abuse of the Presi be increased to any desirable extent, by the place in which to make their observations, coarse and boorish style which always char
BOSTON, NOV. 14.
and they will not neglect this opportunity acterize them, with as much facility as would
dent and the Globe.
addition of recruits from certain enumerated when they reflect that the Moon’s shadow he, “ who goes about seeking whom he may
The whole of yesterday and this fore
provinces in Asia Minor ; that he has pow
noon has been employed in the Cross Ex
Darkness at Noon.—It was so dark just erful partisans in the provinces lately ceded will not again, for the space of thirty five devour,” be detected by his footsteps.
amination of Perez, the Government’s wit
Mr. Porter needs no defence from such
before noon. November 11th, in Nantucket, to Russia ; and that in the event of war, the years, pass over any part of the inhabitable a dastardly attack as that made by “ York.”
ness, and as the District Attorney said, “ na
that the aid of lamp-light was necessary to forces of the Sultan would rebel against their portion of the United States, or until August Without the expenditure of money, without
ture has given him more intelligence than
enable people to read or write convenient master. He concludes by announcing his 7th, 1860.
the distribution of handbills, without the ex
she has virtue.”
He appears to be a most
ly. The wind was at S. E., accompanied determination, already stated, to declare
ercise of official power and influence, he
depraved and wicked fellow, who was
Elliot in his second ascension at Charles was unanimously nominated as a candidate
with rain.
himself independent of the Porte.
frightened into a confession at Fernando Po.
ton had rather a perilous adventure among for Congress, by one of the largest political
The greater part of his evidence corrobo
the pine trees at his place of landing, on the meetings ever held in this county. And with
Instructions of Senators.—The New
West Indies.—The sch. Aljrheus of
rates that of the Mexican’s crew—there are
Jersey Democrat says, that Mahlon Dicker- Elizabeth City, Capt. Ferguson, arrived a plantation of Hugh Wilson, Esq. on Wad- out any extraordinary exertions on the
however some few points of difference ; he
part of his political friends, he received be
son, the present Secretary of the Navy, few days ago at Ocracocke, from Martin malaw Island about 20 miles from this city. tween three and four thousand votes on the
says there were but four jumped into the
when a Senator from New Jersey, was in ique, and brought the following intelligence As he passed over the different plantations day ofElection. In his own town he receiv
boat and he gave the names of all ; the
the negroes fled in consternation and fear ed a majority of the votes—in Alfred, the
structed by the Legislature of that State to from that Island :—
captain and crew and those of the Mexican
from the aeronaut and his balloon, some of residence of Mr. Goodwin, he was the highest
use his influence in favor of a recharter of
The gale by which Dominica so severely
in the boat with him said there were five
the U. S. Bank. Mr. Dickerson did not suffered was also felt there, and did so much them crying it was a bird ; others that it candidate. In Limerick, the residence of
who came on board. The Capt. of the
obey these instructions nor resign. It is damage that it will cause a loss in the sugar was an angel ; and at one plantation where Mr. McDonald, he received a majority of the
Mexican also said that they came alongside
a negro had just died they insisted that ‘ it votes. In South Berwick, the residence of
well known, that Gen. Chandler, when a crop of 10,000 hhds.
by the fore chains, but the witness (Perez)
was his satanic majesty come himself to fly Mr. Hayes, he received a majority of the votes.
Senator in Congress from this State, acted
The Francis Withers, of Beaufort, N. C.
Mr. Porter’s character and qualifications are
repeatedly testified that they came to the
on some political questions in direct contra Runly, master, had drifted ashore at Domin away with the deceased.’ While passing known to thousands in the county, from per
gangway.
riety to what was then the voice of the peo ica, bottom upwards—crew supposed to another plantation he threw out a cord and sonal acquaintance, and thousands have given
In his own evidence there were a great
called upon a negro to catch hold of it; the
ple.—Portland Adv.
have perished. She was outward bound, fellow gazed for some time irresolutely but their free, unbiased testimony to the upright
many discrepancies, though he was told
ness of the one and the competency of
having loaded at Newburn.
that if he did not tell the whole truth, he
at last scampered away in fear. When land the other. It is no disparagement to either
The Newburyport Herald, in alluding to
A
French
brig
or
ship,
with
a
cargo
of
would be as liable to be punished as the oth the impression that there are no less than
ing and securing his balloon it was with dif of the other gentlemen voted for at the last
ers were.
During the examination he saw, six Jackson candidates for Senator in 500 hhds. sugar, was also driven ashore ficulty that the negroes could be made to as election, to say that Mr. Porter would not suf
that they had caught him a number of times Maine, in place of Mr. Sprague, says, “ It during the gale, and totally lost.
sist after some gentlemen had come up, hi fer by a comparison with either in regard to
The price of pitch pine lumber at Trinity, ding behind trees and viewing him with a his political and moral integrity,’ general in
in falsehoods, and they were observed by is thought that if they are all elected, they
the prisoners, who cried out to him, “ that will hardly make good the incumbent’s at the time of the departure of the Alpheus, suspicious eye.
During the time he was formation and natural abilities, and to say,
was $30 per M.; red oak staves $24 per M. about to descend, he struck several times also, that his opportunities forjudging cor
after they had got out of him all the evi place.”
rectly of the wants and interests of the peo
dence they could, that then they intended to
An Ancient Dinner Party.—Some be against the pine trees, losing his anchor, ple have been greater than those enjoyed by
hang him.” This frightened the witness
Gale in the Gulf of Mexico.—We learn
wine, hat, ballast and flags. The star-span either of these gentlemen.
and he began to swear and curse at a tre from Capt. Clark, of the brig Splendid, nevolent individuals at Taunton, England, gled banner was found unfurled and proud
The writer of“ York” and those who conlast
year
provided
a
dinner
for
some
aged
mendous rate at the counsel and court, and from Vera Cruz, that on the 16th ult. when
• trol the Jackson press in this county, know
ly
floating
on
the
top
of
a
pine
tree,
as
if
thinking to excuse himself said “ he wanted six leagues north of Vera Cruz, in sight of people of their acquaintance, which afforded placed there by design. He safely arrived that it is uncourteous, in commenting upon
to tell about the $250 which the Capt. land, he encountered the most severe gale so much satisfaction to all concerned, that at Charleston in a skiff rowed by a number editorial articles, to allude to the publisher or
made him take at Nazareth.” The Capt. he has ever known, in an experience of 30 they determined on repeating it this year, of negroes who all the way sung an extem editor personally. It is a practice never adopt
then called him something or other in Span years, and before it ended the Splendid was and in consequence opened a subscription poraneous song about “ Massa Elliot and ed by any who wish to be considered as bear
ing the characters ofgentlemen. They know,
ish, I did not exactly understand what, and driven near the Campeachy Banks, a dis which was so well filled that a sumptuous his balloon.”
too, that it is brutal to assault a candidate for
then came another broadside of oaths from tance of more than 250 miles. At the com repast was provided on the 2d Sept, at
a public office, in the manner that “ York”
which
were
assembled
200
very
ancient
the witness.—So great was the confusion mencement of the gale, there were two
The Washington Correspondent of the has attacked Mr. P.,—that it admits of no de
men
and
women.
that the Judge ordered the witness to be schooners in company, bound to Vera Cruz
fence or justification. If they stop in this
The general interest of the scene was U. S. Gazette, says that it is rumored that course it is well. If not, we shall undertake to
carried out and have some refreshment. which had not arrived on the 25th. The
Mr.
Forsyth
will
be
put
on
the
Supreme
Afterwards be came in, and was informed U. S. ship Falmouth was in the gale, but heightened by witnessing two old folks, Bench. There is no doubt that the Kitch show what are the pretensions of“ York” to
that nothing which he had or should say suffered no damage of consequence. The Catharine Wolcott, in her 103d year, and en Cabinet will give Forsyth any thing in respectability—indelicate as may be some of
the details, we shall show the fellow up to
would at all affect him, and he then went schr. Elizabeth, Edwin Clark, master, from Thomas Phippen, in the 102d year of his order to get him out of the Cabinet.
the life—and we shall also give a few speci
on with his answers, pretty quietly, except Mobile for Tampico, was capsized, and all age, who sat side by side and were disposing
mens of his official capacity. We have docu
ing now and then saying “ he wanted to tell on board perished, except John Foreman, of their beef and pudding at a round rate.—
In 1833, the Jackson majority in New ments and facts in our possession, not three
The
united
ages
of
the
venerable
diners,
about the $250.”
Jersey was 6,732. This year it is about months old, which go to show that henof all
seaman, of Gloucester, Ms., who was picked
This morning when he came into court up after being 14 hours on a plank, by an amounted to 15,000 years.
1132. Diminution since last year, 5,600i men, is the last who should prate about ‘cahe was cross and angry, and whenever he English schr. which arrived at Vera Cruz on
“ Monsieur Tonson come again."—The votes ! In the legislature last year there, pacify.' W’e would gladly avoid all personalities—we would gladly have our political
saw any papers given to the counsel, either the 19th.—Mercantile.
Independent Journal, a Jackson paper at were but eight whig members. There are contests conducted with good feelings and
from the prisoners or the Spanish Consul,
Thomaston, which was discontinued some now at least twenty-eight. This is the without the intervention of any thing like
be would curse them for doing it. One
Woman.—Women are formed for attach weeks ago, has suddenly come to life again. amount of the tory victory in New Jersey. acrimony or bitterness. But if the malignant
question which was asked him was, if he ment. Their gratitude is unimpeachable. The Thomaston Republican intimates that Let them make the most of it.—Phil. Gaz.. and despicable^ spirit manifested by “ York”
was not intoxicated at Fernando Po when Their love is an unceasing fountain of de this unexpected resurrection is owing to the
is again manifested, there is but one course
he was examined before the magistrate, to light to the man who has once attained it,, circumstance that another tory paper of a
Execution.—On Friday last, Thomas, left for us to pursue, and that is, to show the
which he answered pointing to the prison and knows how to deserve it. But that somewhat different stamp was about to be
Harty was executed at Troy, for the mur public who and what the writer of such bil
ers’ counsel “ no, no, and the man who says very keenness of sensibility which if culti commenced in Waldoboro. We were be der of his wife, on the 31st of August last. lingsgate is.
so is an infernal liar.” This answer is a vated, proves the highest enjoyment, may foreapprized that our Democratic friends of
He was an Irishman, aged 40 years, and
The second session of the twenty-third
fair sample of his conduct during the exam grow to bitterness p.-- Wormwood if you the Age Office were taking Lincoln county
was attended to the scaffold by his brother Congress commences at Washington next
ination—we have satisfactory evidence from
under their fatherly protection*—Ken. Jour. to whom his body was delivered.
Monday.
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[From tha Portland Advertiser.]
STATE OE MAINE.
Secretdry of State's Office.
PROBATE NOTICE
The insinuations in the Argus of Nov.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Augusta, Nov. 18th, 1834.
24th, that the whigs of Portland are precon
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,
certing measures to carry the election in
in and for the county of York, on the first
Y a Resolve of the Legislature of this
York District in their favor, is as false as the
HANIEE REAHCH
Monday of November, in the year of our
State, passed March 12th, 1834, enti
whole tenor of its remarks is deceptive. That
AS constantly on hand an extensive as
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-four,
by
the
tled “ Resolve for ascertaining the number,
they would be highly gratified to have the
sortment of
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
friends of the Constitution and Laws in that and the expense of supporting the Poor
Court
:
” the Selectmen of
district triumph, we have not a doubt ; but, throughout
---- o
- the
------State,
--- ----------------------— the
ATHAN D. APPLETON, guardian of
nevertheless, we know that they have too I several towns, and the Assessors of the sevStillman B. Allen, a minor and child of
bigh a sense of propriety to intermeddle eral plantations, and the Mayors of the cities
Elisha Allen, late of Sanford, in said county,
in the election of a member of Congress to of Portland and Bangor, were required to
represent a neighboring district. The fact is, transmit to this office, on or before the Isi day esquire, deceased, having presented his first
Frank Smith and his little band of dictators of October [then next—now past] the num account of guardianship of his said ward for
in this city, are exceedingly busy ; and for ber of the Poor within the limits of their res allowance:
lc
ORDERED—That the said guardian
the purpose of diverting attention from the pective towns, plantations, and cities, sup
AMONG THE SCHOOL BOOKS ARE THE FOLLOWING :
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

fact, and that the electors of that district may ported in whole or in part at the public ex
become an easier prey to their base intrigues, pense, specifying the number and expense of ing a copy of this order to be published three Paley’s Natural Theology, with Paxton’s Il
lustrations ;
New Jersey.—The House of Representa they are endeavoring to excite their prejudi the Poor thus supported, their age, whether weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, Nichols’ Natural Theology ;
tives of New Jersey have passed resolutions, ces against the tchigs oj Portland. This trick under or over twenty, and their sex.
{ty“Ffbm the following towns, planta that they may appear at a Probate Court to Smellie’s Philosophy of Natural History, (im
declaring that they adhere to the resolutions is worthy only of those who conceived it; and tions and city, no such returns have yet been be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
proved by Ware ;)
blind, indeed, must that man be who cannot
passed in January and February last, approv discern its object. The arts of intrigue, of received, viz :
first Monday in January next, at ten of Abercrombie’s Philosophy ;
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if Upham’s Mental Philosophy ;
COUNTY OF YORK.
ing the removal of the deposites and against which the Argus speaks as having been dif
Berwick, Biddeford, Buxton, Eliot, Hollis, any they have, why the said account should Nuttall’s Botany ; Lincoln’s do' -■
the re-chartering of the bank, and instructing fused over the State for the year past, we
Bigelow’s Plants of Boston and ’ cinity ;
have no doubt will be brought to bear on this Kennebunk-port, Kittery, Lebanon, North not be allowed.
their U. S. Senators to vote for expunging election; and if more proof is wanted than Berwick, Saco, Sanford, York.
Jittest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Conversations on Vegetable Phy »ogy ;
A true copy—Attest,
Grund’s Chemistry ; Comstock’s do. ;
from the journals of the Senate, the resolu the mere assertion, let the readers of the Ar
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Blake’s Natural Philosophy ; Grund’s.do.;
Bridgton, Brunswick, Cumberland, Dur
tion declaring that lhe President transcended gus observe its hypocritical cant about the im
Nov.
22.
Blake’s Astronomy; Grund’s do.; Vose’s do.;
the powers conferred on him by the constitu portance of the union of the party, &c. In ham, Freeport, Gorham, Harpswell, Minot,
Grammar of Elocution ;
Naples, New Gloucester, North Yarmouth,
fine,
it
would
be
well
for
the
Republicans
of
PRINTERS.
«¿3
tion and Laws, in his proceedings in regard
Geography of the Heavens, with a Map;
York to be on their guard, when the arch in Portland, Standish, Westbrook, Windham.
nnHE subscriber offers for sale the estab- Flings Lectures upon Natural History, Geolto the public monies.
COUNTY OF LINCOLN.
triguer feels an interest in their election.
1 ogy, Chemistry, the application of Steam,
Aina, Bath, Boothbay, Bowdoinham, Bre
The Legislature adjourned on the 12th inst.
[We know not whether any one in this
and interesting discoveries in the Arts—a
«KENNEBUNK
GAZETTE
men,
Cushing,
Georgetown,
Lewiston,
Lis

to meet again on the 7th January. Very little district was silly enough to give any credit
valuable work ;
AND MAINE PALLADIUM.”
bon, Union, Warren, Whitefield, Wiscasset,
business was transacted during the session. whatever to the ridiculous assertions in the Woolwich.
This paper has a fair circulation, which, Watts on the Improvement of the Mind ;
New Jersey has a school fund of$230,881 last weekly Argus, in reference to the elec
COUNTY OF HANCOCK.
however, it is believed, might be greatly in Newman’s Rbetorick ; Blair’s do. ;
Amherst, Aurora, Bluehill, Bucksport, creased with very little exertion. The ad Whelpley’s Compend of History, with ques
64 cents. The Governor, in his message to the tion in York District—we suspect not, how
Legislature at the commencement of the ses ever. It was, we think, generally considered, Deer Isle, Eden, Ellsworth, Franklin, Or vertising patronage is good for a country pa Tytier’stions ; do»
do. with
do.;
land, Penobscot, Trenton, Mariaville, Plan per.
sion, says there is a balance in the hands of as represented in the article above, as a mere tation No. 1.
The office consists of an excellent super English Teacher ; Lessons in Enunciation ;
the State Treasurer of $4,906 25, after paying electioneering trick—having for its object the
COUNTY OF WASHINGTON.
royal Wells’ Press—an excellent Ramage do. Alger’s Murray’s Exercises ; Murray’s Key ;
Addison, Baileyville, Barring, Beddington, —Type sufficient for three Country Offices, Grund’s Solid Geometry ; do. Plane do.;
the ordinary expenses of the State and pay uniting and arousing of the friends of the ad
Holbrook’s first Lessons in Geometry ;
ing off a loan of $11,000. He calls the at ministration here. We wish that portion of Calais, Oherryfield, Charlotte, Columbia, &c, &c. The purchaser might take lhe whole Colburn’s Algebra ; Bailey’s do ;
Cooper, Crawford, Cutler, Dennysvillp, Ed or a part of the materials.
tention of the legislature to the system of in lhe article which alludes to the activity of the munds, Harrington, Hodgdon, Houlton,
The price, considering the many advanta Flint’s Surveying : Gibson’s do. ; Hale’s do.;
struction in the common schools, which he Whigs in this district was correct. We fear Jonesborough, Jones Port, Lubec, Machias, ges of the establishment, will be reasonable. Gummere’s do.;
thinks is defective, and recommends a geolog there is too much supineness and inactivity Machias Port, Marion, Pembroke, Steuben, The establishment is offered for sale, because Parley’s first book of History ; do. second do.;
Trescot, Wesley, Whiting, Greenfield, Will the proprietor, in consequence of other busi Goodrich’s U. S. History, with Emerson’s
ical survey of the State.
amongst them.]
questions ;
ness, finds it inconvenient to carry it on.
iams College Grant.
Many of our sister states are out of debt and
The terms of payment, time when posses Walch’s Book Keeping ;
COUNTY OF KENNEBEC.
A Convention
have money in bank—have their hundreds of
Albion, Belgrade, China, Chesterville, sion would be given and other particulars, Parker’s Exercises in Composition.
On the subject of Temperance, will be held Dearborn, Fayette, Gardiner, Hallowell, will be made known to any one desirous of
thousands for school funds and are appropria
at the Meeting House of the first parish in Leeds, Rome, Temple, Vassalborough, Wa purchasing, on application to the subscriber. Hall’s Lectures ; do. do. to Female Teachers ;
Infant School Manual ; Infant School Cards;
ting money for rail-roads, canals, geological Wells, on Thursday the 11th day of Decem
Letters on the subject must be post-paid.
terville, Windsor, Winslow.
Juvenile Lyre, for Primary Schools.
surveys, &c. while Maine is getting deeper and ber next,—exercises to begin at 10 o’clock, A.
JAMES K. REM1CH.
COUNTY OF OXFORD.
Donnegan’s Greek & English Lexicon ;
deeper in debt,—after having sold the best j M. The First Temperance Society in Wells,
Gazette & Palladium Office, ?
Albany, Bethel, Canton, Denmark, Frye
method to invite all
the friends of burg, Greenwood, Hiram, Newry, Porter,
Greek Testament ; Greek Reader;
portion of her public lands, spent the pro-1 take lthis
'n’~ ------......
October 25, 1834.
$
:
, ,
Pemperance through this town and all our
Greek Lessons ;
ceeds
theflMassachusetts
ppa
Hs of
nfth
MASSflr.h1wts Claim
Cln.m and
«nJ burh.w. !I neighhoring towns to attend ; and likewise Rumford, Stoneham, Sweden, Turner, Wa
Gould’s Virgil ; Latin Reader ;
terford, Woodstock, Howard’s Gore, Ham
fiT-NOTICE.-a
thened the people with a tax ol $50,000 all other classes of people are invited to attend lin’s Grant, Homes and Andover West Sur
Latin Tutor ; Latin Lessons ;
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
subscriber
by
and hear the addresses that will then be de plus.
Ciceronis Orationes ; Anthon’s Sallust;
every year.
note or account are requested to call, Caesar’s Commentaries;
livered, and they will have liberty to make
COUNTY OF SOMERSET.
settle and pay lhe same, by the first of Janu
Vermont.—The legislature of this State such observations on the subject as they think
Abbot, Anson, Bingham, Bloomfield, Blan ary next. (f/^Particular attention is solicit Greek, Latin & French Grammars ;
chard, Canaan, Concord, Cornville, Fairfield, ed to this notice, as all accounts which remain Recueil Choisi.
adjourned without day on the 7th inst. Pre proper.
Wells, November 27, 1834.
Harmony, Hartland, Industry, Kingfield, Lex unsettled at that time will be left with an at American first class book ; National Reader 5
vious to the adjournment a report was intro
ington, Madison, Mercer, Milburn, New Port torney for settlement.^¿1)
Introduction to N. Reader; Young Reader ;
duced into the House, declaring the necessity
HYMENEAL.
land, Norridgewock, Salem, Palmyra, Ripley,
Analytical Reader ; Introduction to do.;
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
of protecting home industry ; of a national
Solon, Wellington, East Pond Plantation, No.
Sequel to Analytical Reader ;
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 20, 1834.
MARRIED—In this town, on Wednesday
Scientific Class’ Book ; Leavitt’s Easy Les
bank, under proper limitations and restric evening last, by Rev. Mr. Wells, Mr. Daniel L. 9, 9th Range, No. 2 and 3, 2d Range East
Wood .Land at Auction.
sons ; Sequel to do. ;
tions ; the propriety of an equitable distribu Hatch, to Miss Mary T. only daughter of Mr. Penobscot River.
COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT.
Ikk be S°M» on Saturday, Moral Class Book ; Classical Reader ;
Smith.
tion of the money arising from the sales of Robert
Atkinson,
Barnard,
Brewer,
Brownville,
V
V
the
13th
December,
al
two
In New Bedford, 24th inst. by Rev. Mr. LothPolitical Class Book ; English Reader ;
the public lands aipong the several States in rop, Mr. George B. Emerson of Boston, to Mrs. Chester, Corinth, Edington, Etna, Exeter,
o’clock, P. M. on the premises, 22 Academical Speaker ; American Reader ;
_J
r
~,
acres
WOOD
LAND,
in
4
Lots,
Biblical Reader ; Pronouncing Testament.
the Union, to be expended in works of inter Mary R. Fleeming, daughter of Mr. William Foxcroft, Garland, Hampden, Hermon, Kil
Rotch of N. B.
marnock, Kirkland, Lagrange, Lee, Levant, situated in Saco Woods (so called) on the N.
Primers—Worcester’s, Wood’s New York,
nal improvement and in promoting the cause
In South Berwick, Elder Nathan Trickey, to Maxfield, Milford, Milton, Newburgh, Orono, W. side of Guinea road and adjoining land of
New England, Barnum’s first and second
of education ; that the President in the re Miss Sarah Moody.
Orrington, Plymouth, Sangerville, Williams- Thatcher Huff and others. Said land is books.
moval of the deposites exercised a power not
burgh, Argyle, No. 4 E., Penob. River, Bur well wooded, and is now owned by Capt.
Spelling Books—Webster’s New, Worces
OBITUARY
lington, Greenbush, Springfield, Bowerbank, Jesse Towne.
confided to him by the Constitution and the
ter’s Primary, Emerson’s National, Introduc
Unorganized
Plantations
classed
with
the
B. F. MASON, Auctioneer.
tion to National, Kelley’s & Marshall’s.
laws ; and that in his protest, he avows doc
DIED—In Wells, 28th ult. Mrs. Lydia, wife
town of Lincoln.
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 20, 1834.
Dictionaries—Webster’s Octavo & School;
trines and claims powers “ subversive of the of Mr. Nathaniel Blaben, aged 44 years.
COUNTY OF WALDO.
In Lebanon, Nov. 8, Sarah W. daughter of
Walker’s & Johnson’s.
Government and dangerous to the liberties of Dr. Geo. Weld, of Somersworth, aged 4 years.
NOTICE?”
Belfast, Belmont, Brooks, Camden, Free
Grammars—Putnam’s Murray, (abridg
In Dover, N. H. Capt. Moses P. Perkins, aged dom, Uesborough, Lincolnville, Palermo,
the people.”—The report was accompanied
LL persons indebted to Capt. Samuel L. ment,) Murray’s large, Ingersoll’s, Smith’s
Bragdon, by book account or note, are Productive, Greenleaf’s & Greene’s.
with a resolution, instructing the Senators 40 years. He was found drowned in the Coche- Searsmont, Swanville, Waldo ^Plantation.
co, near the landing, on Saturday last, having
The Resolve before mentioned also makes requested to call on the subscribers and set
Arithmeticks— Colburn’s first Lessons; Se
and requesting the Representatives from that been missing from the preceding Wednesday.
it the duty of the Secretary of State, “ af tle and pay the same immediately, it they quel to do., Smith’s, Welch’s (improved,) Em
State, in Congress, to sustain the principles
ter said Returns shall have been received, to wish to save cost, as the books and notes are erson’s first part, do. second do., Welch’s, Ad
make a list thereof by Counties, specifying in left with them for collection.
SHIP NEWS.
and policy advanced in the report and to re
ams’ & Scholar’s.
separate columns, against the respective
JOHN RANKIN,
sist all encroachments on the legislative de
KENNEBUNK, NOV. 29, 1834.
Keys to Colburn’s Sequel and Emerson’s
names of said towns, plantations and cities,
WILLIAM GOOCH.
second part ;
partment of the Government. The report
the
number,
age
and
sex
of
the
paupers,
and
Wells, Nov. 18, 1834.
ARRIVED.
Geographies
Atlases—Goodrich’s Malte
and resolution were adopted in the House
Nov. 23—Schs. Ploughboy, Grape, and Mary, cost of supporting them in whole or in part,
Brun, Olney’s, Woodbridge’s, Goodrich’s,
and cause three hundred copies thereof to be
with only 37 dissenting votes and were con Boston.
STRAYED CALF.
Cummings’and Blake’s Universal.—Parley’s,
printed, and laid before the next Legislature at
CLEARED.
TRAYED into the enclosure of the sub Blake’s & Brinsmade’s first lessons in Geog
curred in by the Governor and Council.
Nov. 29—Ship Diantha, (new) Williams, New the commencement thereof, for the use of the
scriber, on or about the 12th instant, a raphy.
members.”
light red heifer calf, having a star in the fore Miscellaneous—Child’s Own book of Am
Lytle is elected to the present Congress, (to Orleans.
MEMORANDA.
To enable me therefore, to comply with
fill the vacancy occasioned by his own resig
Ar. at New Orleans, 7th, ship Neva, Nowell, the requirements of this Resolve, it is neces head, and a spot of white over each eye.— erican Geography ; Young Astronomer ; Ma
The owner shall have said calf, by proving yor’s Botany ; Parley’s Arithmetic ; Child’s
nation,) in Cincinnati district, Ohio, by a ma New York.
sary that the officers of the preceding towns, property and paying charges.
do. by Fowle ; Blake’s conversations on com
plantations
and
city,
should
forward
their
jority of 48 votes ! There was no organized
WILLIAM CLARK.
mon things ; Polite Learning, &c. &c.
Sheriff
’
’
§
Sale.
Returns to this office without delay.
Wells, Nov. 20, 1834.
opposition to his election—Mason, his com
AKEN on exécution, and will be sold at
BIBLES & TESTAMENTS, a great vari
ROSCOE G. GREENE,
petitor, as we mentioned last week, running
public vefidue, on, Saturday, the third
Secretary of State.
AUCTION ^AEE OE REAE ety—Scott’s, complete, in 3 vols. 8vo., at $7 ;
on his “own hook.” Lytle must be griev
day of January A. D. 1835, at 10 o’clock in%* Conductors of Newspapers in which
Quartos, in a variety of bindings, with and
ESTATE IN RUETON.
without apocrypha, concordance, references,
ously mortified at this result, and we do not the forenoon, at the house'of Rufus Banks the Laws of this State, for the current year,
O be sold at Public Auction, psalms, plates and maps ; Octavos, some el
see how, under all the circumstances of the in Saco, all the right in eqiiity which Henry have been published, are requested to give
on Saturday, the 29tb day egant ; Duodecimos and Pocket, of all prices.
H. Googins has of redeeming the following the preceding one insertion.
case, he can preserve his character for con described real estate, viz : A certain lot of
of November next, on the prem

Pronouncing
and Common Testaments, of all
STATE OF MAINE.
sistency, unless he resigns again !
ises. The estate now improved sizes and prices.
land situate in Saco, on the post road lead ~~
by Peletiah Harmon, Esq. situated near the.
ing from Saco to Portland, and near Nathan
Secretary of State's Office, ?
lower Congregational Meeting-house in Bux
Massachusetts Legislature.—Of 476 iel Osgood’s, containing about one acre, with
Augusta, Nov. 12th, 1834. 5
members elect of the House of Representa the Dwelling House, Store and Barn thereon FOR the purpose of organization, and ton, consisting of a large two story dwelling Such as Ledgers, ruled for double or single
transacting such other business as may house, well finished, a good barn and a wood entry ; Wastes ; Journals ; Day Books of all
tives—348 are whigs and 128 Jacksonmen, standing,—being the house, lot and buildings
lately occupied by said Googins.
be deemed expedient, a meeting of the mem shed—and a well of good water, with half an sizes ; Long and common Quarto Account
anti-masons, &c. &c.—net whig gain in the
The amount of incumbrances, and terms of bers of the“ Board of Internal Improvements acre of good land. Likewise a large three Books
Record Books, a great variety ;—
House since last year 192.
of sale will be more particularly stated, at the for the State of Maine,” will be held at the story store, and a small house on the same Memorandums of almost every description ;—
Last year the several towns in Essex Coun time and place of sale.
Senate Chamber, in Augusta, on Wednesday lot, being half an acre.—The above is a good Justice’s Records ; Note Books ; Alphabeta.
B. DUNN, Dep. Sheriff.
Albums, with and without plates—bound
the 10th day of December next, at 10 o’clock stand fora man of business, as the situation is
ty returned 33 whigs and 44 Jackson-men and
Saco, Nov. 28, 1834.
in the forenoon. By order of the Governor. very central, there being more roads meeting in embossed morocco and plain.
anti-masons to the House. Opposition ma
here,
than
perhaps
in
any
other
village
in
the
Writing and Cyphering Books, ruled orunROSCOE G. GREENE, Secretary of State.
state. It is likewise well situated for a public ruled,—by the dozen or singly.
TAXES EffR 1833.
jority 11. This year, the same towns have
Kennebunk-port.
Extract from the “ Resolve establishing a house, there being none in the place, and one
returned 58 whigs and 18 Jacksonians--no an
is much wanted,—or a gentleman of leisure
Board oflnternal Improvements.”
LL taxes due the subscriber for the year
timasons. Whig majority 40. Whig gain 51.
would find this a pleasant residence—stand
1833,
must
be
paid
before
the
10th
of
I
t
shall
be
the
duty
of
said
Commissioners,
Folio Post, Foolscap and Pot Writing Pa
Mr. Hoar is not elected Member of the 24th
December next.
or such of them as by a vote of the Board ing on a gentle eminence, the place is clean per, Nos. 1 & 2. Fine and Superfine white,
and
airy,
with
good
schools
and
good
society.
Congress, in Middlesex District, Massachu
No longer time can be given, as the Treas shall be authorized, to explore and examine
blue, pink and straw-coloured Letter Paper ;
setts, as appears by the official canvass of the urer will leave town about that tipie and I the great water courses of the State, and also The property, it is expected, will be sold low, Water-lined, gilt-edged and satin-surfa
but
the
sale
will
be
positive.
Conditions
lib

different parts of the State where it may be
ced do. English & American Drawing Pa
voles. He has lost his election by about 100 must settle up with him before he leaves.
JONA. STONE, Collector.
supposed that Canals, Roads, Rail Roads or eral. For further particulars enquire of
pers—various in size, quality and price.
votes.
EZRA
DEAN,
Biddeford,
Nov. 25.
other important Internal Improvements may
White, blue, green, pink and straw-coloured
PELETIAH HARMON, Buxton.
be made for the benefit of the State. And
Tissue Paper. English, French and Ameri
Pennsylvania.—The House of Delegates
Biddeford,
Oct.
14,1834.
ts
SCWOO& NOTICE.
for this purpose the board shall be authorized
can Fancy Papers—all colors. Marble Pa
of this State consists of lOOmembers—at the
to employ a Civil Engineer and necessary as ti^RARE CHANCE FOR A pers, a great variety. Burnished and unburHE
inhabitants
of
School
District
No.
5,
recent elections 42 anti-Jackson and 58 Jacksistants. And it shall be the duty of the
njshed, plain and embossed Gilt Paper. Rice
are hereby informed, that the Man’s Commissioners to make report of their do
Paper, all colors. Common Colored Paper.
son men were chosen. Jackson majority 16.
school will commence on Monday next. ings, with plans of the surveys they have
Tracing Paper ; Morocco Paper, all colors ;
By a vote of the District, no scholars can made, together with estimates of the cost FOR SALE AT AUCTION,
Pasteboard. Bonnet Paper. Ticket Paper.
Abner Kneeland was tried before the Su
attend undermine years of age, or that will of the improvements they recommend, at the SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, AT —Velvet Scrubs ; Camel’s Hair Pencils ;
preme Court of Massachusetts, sitting at Bos not be nine by the first of May next.
10 O’CLOCK, A. M.
commencement of each session of the Legis
Drawing Pencils and Crayons ; Water Col
ton, last week, on an indictment for Blasphe
JAMES HUBBARD, Agent.
HE HOUSE occupied by S. L. Osborn, ors in boxes; cakes Paint sepárate. QUILLS,
lature. Provided, however, That the Govern
Kennebunk, Nov. 25,1834.
near the Unitarian Meeting House. a good assortment, of various qualities and pri
or and Land Agent shall not be required to
my. The jury could not agree upon a ver
act on any exploring Committee, nor receive It is a good stand for a Trader or Mechanic. ces. Steel and Bronze Pens. Lead Pencils.
dict. This was7 his third trial ; on the first
compensation for their services. The House room for 20 Boarders, Barn room for Walers. Sealing Wax. Visiting Cards. InUNION ACADEMY, any
he was found guilty and appealed to the S.
Governor shall be President of the Board. 2 horses and a cow, and fine well of water.
dellible Ink. India Rubber. Black Lines.
Court; on the second, (before the S. Court,) ”O ECENTLY/erected in this town, will No application to the State for pecuniary aid,
At the same time will be sold a variety of A fine assortment of Penknives. Pocket,
-kA be opened for the admission of pupils
dress and fine-tooth Combs. Silver everthe jury did not agree.
on Wednesday, 10th of December next. Mr. shall hereafter be sustained by the Legislature, Goods, Household Articles, &c.
A liberal credit for part.
pointed Pencil Cases. Common do. Lead
Carlton Parker, from Massachusetts, has for a Canal, Road, Railroad or other Internal
ALEX. WARREN, Auctioneer.
Points. Gunter’s Scales and Dividers. Par
JYre.—The bouse of Mr. Theodore Elwell been engaged as Principal. Any who may Improvement, until the subject shall have
Kennebunk, Nov. 16,1834.
allel Rulers. Walkden’s English Black Ink
of Buxton was burnt with the buildings ad desire to enter their names, as pupils, previ been exanjined by the Board of Internal Im
in bottles. American red and black do. in do.
joining, on Sunday, 16th inst. Most of the ous to that time, can do so by calling upon provements, and that Board has reported to
FEATHERS I FEATHERS ! !
the Legislature thereon, stating the advantage
furniture was saved. The produce of his Capt. Ralph Curtis.
UST received a prime assortment. For Red and black Ink-powder. Wedgewood,
Block-tin, Glass and Pocket Inkstands. Sti
farm which was in his chambers was entire
A boarding house, under the direction of or necessity of such work, and the probable
sale very cheap by
lettoes. Cologne Water. Tooth, Hair and
ly lost.—Limington Recorder.
a lady well qualified for the business, will be amount it will cost to execute it. The Board
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
Shoe Brushes. Liquid and Paste Blacking,
shall have power to employ a Secretary and
North Berwick, Nov. 21, 1834.
3m.
[We learn from the Portland Advocate, that commenced at the same time. The price of adopt such rules and regulations, not repug
Leather Preservative. Blacking Powder.
board will be $1,50, including washing.
the fire is supposed to have originated from
QUANTITY of first rate CheTse for Calf-skin and Morocco Pocket Books and
nant to the laws of this State, as are necessa
J. BALLARD,
Wallets. Court Plaster, &c. &c. &c.
ry and convenient for conducting the affairs
a spark falling from a pipe, and that there
sale by
WM. LORD.
Sec. of the Board of Trustees.
Kennebunk, November 28, 1834.
of the Board.
Nov. 5,1834.
Kennebunk, Nov. 21,1834.
was no insurance on the buildings.]

Georgia.—The Legislature of Georgia is
now in session. The Message of the Gov
ernor (Lumpkin) was communicated to both
branches on the 4th inst. The Governor
complains that he has met with obstructions
in carrying into effect the law of the last ses
sion, providing for the Government and pro
tection of the Cherokees. He recommends
further legislation on this subject. He also
recommends that a rail-road, from the sea
board, through the centre of the State, to its
north-western boundary, with a view to its
ultimate extension to the Mississippi, be con
structed by the State.

Books & Stationary
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Miscellaneous and School
Books*, Stationary8c¥ancy Articles Blank Ac
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Hangings, &c. 8 .
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i thousand ; Somerset, six thousand ;
Oxford and Waldo, each five thou
sand ; Washington, four thousand ; and
[From the Philadelphia Gazette.]
Southern Literary Messenger.—The first num Hancock, three thousand.
ber of a new literary magazine, designed to be
That, according to a safe and just
published at Richmond, Virginia,reached us a
estimate,
if each county, shall furnish
few days since. It presents a very neat and
creditable appearance, and its contents, which are the subscriptions above assigned to it,
principally original, evidence an unusual degree it would result that the price of the
of talent. The publication is;considered, deci
dedly, as a southern enterprise, and as it is the Herald for a year should be put at
The
only 'literary periodical south of the Potomac, it twelve and à half cents only.
will, no dopbt, bo handsomely supported in the amount, thus raised, would pay for the
southern states. We wish the proprietor, T. W.
White, Es.q, entire success in this undertaking, paper and meet every other expendi
and trust* it will be the means of bringing into ture of the Society, and exonerate the
notice m-uch literary talant which now lies dor friepds of the cause from any other
mant.
The surplus,
Among the poetical contributions in the speci contribution whatever.
men number, we notice a very pretty article if any, would be sacçedly devoted to
from the pen of a lady in this city.
temperance uses.
TO MY CHILDREN—ON NEW-YEAR.
The Herald, is from a quarter to a
BY MRS. D. P. BROWN.
third larger than other temperance pa
Another yi.Ur has wing’d its flight,
And left us where it found us,
pers, and it is conceived that no rea
In health .flection, and delight,
sonable objection can be made to the
With ayery charm around us.
price of it? And as it is to be forward
The overseeing eye of Heaven
ed
by the Executive Committee to a
Has guided, guarded, cheer’d us,
place of deposit in each County, no
Its bounteous hand has freely given,
Its bounteous love endeared us.
postage will need to be incurred.
That the Presidents of the County
Time shall roll or), and still each year
Enhance-our mutual pleasure,—
Societies be, and they hereby are, re
Tho’fortune frown on our career
quested to convene meetings thereof,
The heart shall be our treasure.
prior to the 31 st day of December next,
And when at last stern Fate’s decree,
that
they may consider these Resolu
*(5ur kindred souls shall sever,
tions, and, if they approve thereof,
In regions of eternity,
They’ll join in joy for ever.
give their aid in obtaining the proposed
Philadelphia.
subscriptions. At each of Said meet
The annexed, also original, is from the polish
ings, the Agent or some other person
ed pen of Mrs. Sigourney, of Hartford.
delegated by the Parent Society, may
INTEMPERANCE.
Parent 1—who with speechless feeling
be expected to attend, to give informa
O’er thy cradled treasure bent,
tion respecting the wants, the success,
Every year new claims revealing,
the purposes and the hopes of the So
Yet fhy wealth of love unspent,—
Hast thou seen that blossom blighted,
ciety.

Particular Notice..^

PROBATE NOTICES.

POETRY

Ten Cents Reward.

LL persons indebted to the subscriber
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
for Newspapers, are requested to settle
AN A WAY from the sub
and- for the county of York, on the first
the same immediately. As he has many ac
scriber, on Sunday morn
Monday of November, in the year of our Lord counts of long standing, it becomes necessary
ing the 19th instant, an Indent
eighteen hundred and thirty-jour, by the Hon-1 that they should be settled. Those who
ed Apprentice, by the name of
orable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of cannot pay immediately are requested to set
Horace Kimball.
said Court :
tle by Note. As it is his determination to
Carried away with him two
N the petition of Charles Trafton, a have all bis Accounts closed as soon as may
snug-bodied or dress broad
creditor of the estate of George Jettison, be—he assures those who neglect this call, cloth Coats, one blue with yellow metal butlate of South Berwick, in said county, de
 all accounts which remain unsettled af tons, the other dark mixed with black coverthat
ceased, praying that administration1 of the ter rhe first of January next will be left with I ed buttons—three vests, one doubled breastestate of said deceased may be granted to an Attorney for collection.
I ed striped Valencia, with red Flannel lining ;
him the said. Charles:
All persons indebted for advertising or oth j one with black and white stripes, (also valenORDERED—That the petitioner give no er articles, are requested to pay the same.
|cia,) with white cotton lining, the others
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
This notice, he hopes, will be attended to, [ printed cotton pattern, with rolling collar—.
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be as it will save him the necessity of resorting to two or three pair of Pantaloons ; those he
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed more unpleasant measures.
wore when he left, were dark mixed Satinet
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
JAMES K. REMICH.
the others were considerably worn—two pair
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
Kennebunk Gazette Office, ?
of Shoes ; two Shirts and two pair of short
bate Court to be holden at North Berwick, in
October 25, 1834.
5
Stockings. He also took with him a light
said county, on the first Monday in December
drab colored Surtout and a blue Umbrella.
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Said Horace Kimball is seventeen years of
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
age, of light complexion, dark eyes, has a pe
of said petition should not be granted.
It ORB .
culiar habit of walking with his hands in his
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
AS just received his Fall and Winter Pantaloons pockets and whistling.
A true copy—Attest,
supply of New Goods, consisting of
Said boy has had no provocation to be dis
Wm. Cutter Allen,. Register.
a general assortment, which are offered satisfied,
for
and has been led to the course he
Nov. 15.
sale on the most reasonable terms for cash or has pursued by an idle, restive, vagrant dis
WM. LORD.
position.
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, produce.
Kennebunk, Oct. 23,1834.
All ship owners and masters, are forbid
within andfor the county of York, on the first
employing him on board their vessels, and all
Monday of November, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon- \ STOVES ! STOVES ! ! Printers or any other persons whatever, are
forbid harboring, trusting or employing him
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
in any manner whatever as they would avoid
said Court:
the penalty of the law, as I am determined to
N the petition of Jason N. Langdon, a
prosecute any person known to employ said
creditor of the estate of James Jeffery,
Runaway Apprentice. All persons are for
late of Kennebunk-port, deceased, praying
bid harboring or trusting him on my account
that administration of the estate of said de
as I shall pay no debts of his contracting.
ceased may be granted to him the said Jason:
The above reward will be paid to any per
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
son who will return said Runaway, but no
tice thereof to all persons interested in said es
charges.
tate, by causing a copy of this order to be
JAMES K. REMICH.
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
Kennebunk, October 20,1834.
in Kennebunk,in said county, three weeks
Gillpatrick & Willard,
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
{^/^Printers of Newspapers would much
bate Court to be holden at North-Berwick, in
AVE for sale, at their Store in Kenne oblige us by giving the above a gratuitous
By a dear,, untimely frost ?
said county, on the first Monday in December
bunk, (next door east of PhIneas insertion.
All thy labor unrequited ?
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
Stevens’ Silver Smith’s Shop,)
GREAT NATIONAL WORK.
Every glorious promise lost ?
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
NOTICE.
AMERICAN MAGAZINE prayer of said petition should not be granted. A large assortment of STOVES ; consisting of
Wife !—with agony unspoken,
LL persons, having unsettled accounts
Cooking
Stoves
.;
OF
USEFUL
AND
ENTERTAINING
KNOWLEDGE.
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
Shrinking from affliction’s rod,
with the firm of
Illustrated with numerous Engravings,
A true copy—Attest,
Parlour Stoves ; Box Stoves
Is thy prop,—thine idpl broken,—
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
JD.
'iFORMtFOOJO Co.
Fondly trusted,—next to God ?
BY THE BOSTON BEWICK COMPANY.
suitable for Meeting Houses. School Houses,
November 15.
Husband !—o’er thy hope a mourner,
previous to 1834, are requested to settle the
HE
success
which
has
attended
the
best
Stores,
Shops,
&c.
&c.
Of thy chosen friend asham’d,
same, before the close of the present year.
Magazines from the English press, has At a Court of Probate held at Alfred,
also—An assortment of
Hast thou to her burial borne her,
All such demands that remain unsettled at
led to preparations for issuing a periodicalwithin andfor the County of York, on thefirst
Unrepented,—unreclaimed ?
FlitE
FRAMES.
the close of the present year, they intend to
more particularly adapted to the wants and
Monday of November, in the year of our Lord
Cast Iron Oven Mouths.
advertise and sell at public auction.
Child I—in tender weakness turning
taste ot the American public. While it will
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
To thy heaven-appointed guide,
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 18, 1834.
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to
be the object of the proprietors to make the
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
Doth a lava-poison burning,
call and examine forthemselves. They have
work strictly what its title indicates, it will,
of
said
Court
:
Tinge with gall, affection’s tide?
nevertheless, contain all articles of interest
Real Estate for Sale.
OSIAH THOMPSON, Jr., named Exec on hand an extensive assortment, of different
Still that orphan-burden bearing,
to its patrons, which appear in foreign Mag
utor in a certain instrument, purporting sizes, all of which will be sold at very low
fin HE subscriber offers for sale
Darker than the grave can show,
prices.
azines.
to be the last will and testament of Josiah
A his House and the land ad
Dost thou bow thee down despairing,
O
l
/^S
tove
A
pparatus
furnished
at
Extensive
preparations
have
been
entered
Thompson, late of York, in said county, yeo
joining, pleasantly situated in the
To. a heritage of wo ?
into, both with Artists and Authors, to fur man, deceased, having presented the same short notice. (fy^Funnel made and repaired.
village of Kennebunk. The dwel
Kennebunk, Sept. 26, 1834.
. Country !—on thy sons depending,
nish, from all parts of the Union, drawings for probate :
'
ling- house is two stories high, well finished
Strong in manhood, bright in bloom,
and illustrations of every subject of interest,
ORDERED—That the said Executor give
and was built but a few years ago. The
Hast thou seen thy pride descending
which the publishers confidently believe will notice to all persons interested, by causing a
whole or a part of the land would be sold
; Shrouded,—to th’ unhonor’d tomb ?
enable them to issue a work honorable to its copy of this order to be published three
with the House, as would best suit the pur
Rise I—on eagle-pinion soaring,—
title, and acceptable to the American people. weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette,
chaser. Possession would' be given in De
Rise I—like one of Godlike birth,—
■
The American Magazine is published printed at Kennebunk, that they may ap
And Jehovah’s aid imploring,
cember next. It will be sold at a fair price
AS
for
sale
at
his
Shop
in
Kennebunk

monthly
—
each
number
containing
between
pear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
North
Sweep the Spoiler from the earth.
and on good terms. Persons wishing to pur
port, a large assortment of
forty and fifty imperial octavo pages, at Two Berwick, in said county, on the first Mon
chase are invited to call and examine the
D
ollars per annum, payable in advance.
day of December next, at ten ot the clock
STOWES, viz :
premises.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
It comprises—Portraits and Biographical in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Also—A Pew,, on the lower floor of the
7
different
patterns
of
COOKING
STOVES
Sketches of distinguished Americans ; Views have, why the said instrument should not
[From the Maine Temperance Herald.]
Meeting-House of the Second Parish.
and
a
variety
of
FIRE
FRAMES.
Public Buildings, Monuments, and Im be proved, approved and allowed as the last
Persons indebted to the subscriber are
We invite particular attention to the of
ALSO,
provements ; Landscape Scenery—the bound will and testament of the said deceased.
requested to call and make immediate pay
following proceedings of the Executive dess variety and beauty of which, in this
SIX PLATE & BOX STOVES,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
suitable for Meeting-houses, School-houses, ment, in order that he may be enabled to
country, will form an unceasing source of in
Committee.
A true copy,—Attest,
Stores, Shops, &c., which he will sell as rea meet the demands against him.
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
struction
and
gratification
;
Engravings
and
■ At a meeting of the Exécutive Com
H. CHADBOURNE.
sonable as can be purchased in Boston or
Nov. 8.
descriptions
of
the
character,
habits,
tec.
of
Kennebunk, August 22, 1834.
mittee of the Maine State Temperance Birds, Beasts, Fishes, and Insects, together
elsewhere.
Society, October 27, 1834, the follow with every subject connected with the Geog At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
ALSO,
NOTICE.
and for the county of York, on the-first
A good assortment of TIN WARE—
ing resolutions were unanimously a- raphy, History, Natural and Artificial resour in
HE subscriber having contracted with
Monday
of
November,
in
the
yecCr
of
our
Lord
Copper
Tea
Kettles.
—
Sheet
Iron
Funnel
made
ces of the country, illustrated in a familiar
dopted, viz :
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Hon. and repaired at short notice.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
That the cause of Temperence de and popular manner.
WILLIAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Kennebunk-port,
Aug.
23,
1834.
6m
FREEMAN HUNT, Agent
notice that he has made suitable provision for
Court:
mands from its friends their united and
of the Boston Bewick Company,
them at the town Work-House, and hereby
EREMIAH
S.
PUTNAM,
named
execu

Firns
b
.
n
.
gotld
,
persevering efforts.
No. 47 Court-street.
tor in a certain instrument purporting
ENDERS his thanks to the inhabitants forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
That our system of operations ought fX/^Any person remitting the Agent, by
to be the last will and testament of Phineas
of this town audits vicinity for the ve of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter
mail, post paid, ten dollars, shall receive six M’lntire,
to be such as shall draw out liberalities : copies
mined to pay no bill for their support.
late of York, in said county, yeo
ry libera! patronage with which they have
for one year—and continued as long
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
man, deceased, having presented the same favored him, since his commencement in
and diffuse information, with more uni ¡as the money is regularly forwarded.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
for probate :
formity and equality, throughout the Sept. 9.
business, and begs leave to inform his friends
ORDERED—That the said Executor and customers and the public generally, that
different parts of the state.
give notice to all persons interested, by he continues to carry on the
NEW GOODS.
That if a judicious system can be
causing a copy of this order to be published
TAILORING
BUSINESS
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
devised, equalizing the expenses and
ZSUMC FURBISH
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
the benéfits upon different parts of the
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
AS just received and offers for sale s
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
at
his
Sliop,
(over
Mr.
P.
S
tevens
’
Jeweller
’
s
State, there is no reason to doubt that, Which cures in less than one hour’s appli North Berwick, in said county, on the first
general assortment of
Shop,) where he will be happy to execute any
cation. See directions.
the friends of the cause will cheerful
ENGLISH
& AMERICAN
Monday in December next, at ten of the clock orders for work, in the neatest and most fash
HE character of this celebrated Oint in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they ionable style.
ly sustain it to the highest desirable ex
DRY
GOODS; .
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, have, why the said instrument should not
He has recently received the latest fashions
tent.
goods ¿r
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
That the utmost pains ought to be disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of be proved, approved and allowed as the last for Surtouts, Wrappers, Box and Hunt
GROCERIES
;
will and testament of the said deceased.
ing Coats.—Garments made by him warran
taken to raise thé Society’s monthly pimples on the skin. It is, also a valuable ar
Attest,. Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ted to fit ; and he assures the public that ev
newspaper to the highest standard, and ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
A true copy,—Attest,
ery exertion will be used to give perfect satis
ALSO, A HANDSOME ASSORTMENT OF
he well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
to forward it, with undeviating punctu T
faction to all who' may favor him with their KAO WAKE & JOINER’S
which are-so eminently useful for removing
Nov. 8.
patronage.
ality, to the -respective subscribers. all Jaundice and Billions jpmplaints.
TOOLS.
J. B. N. G. will furnish bis customers with
And that the Agent be requested to A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE. FUR
Also, First Quality SPERM OIL ;■
COLLARS, at short notice.
Rectified do.—low priced.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
cpnsider it his.primary .care, that the
Kennebunk, Oct, 23, 1834.
All of which will be sold on the mos®
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
HE subscribers having been appointed
matter,, supplied for the Herald,, be
reasonable terms.
by the Judge of Probate for the Coun
such as .shall impart to it the character Wholesale by W.C. MITCHELL, Portland,
TB DOLLARS REWARD. Kennebunk, Oct. 17, 1834.
ty of York, to receive and examine the claims
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
above mentioned.
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson,,Low and Reed, J.P. of creditors to the estate of
THE house occupied by the subscriber, at
NOTICE.
. That it is desirable that a copy of Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
JOTHAM BENNETT,
Acton Corner, was broken open on the
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. late of York, in said County, yeoman, deceas night of the 14th inst. and a valuable Watch, | N consideration of the long and faithful
the Herald should be placed in every
ed, represented insolvent, hereby give notice Silver Spoons, and Wearing Apparel, &c. to A services of my son, Howard Shapleigh;.
family of the .State, which is willing to
Fatent Brick Oven.
that six months from November 1, 1834, are the amount of $50 was stolen. Suspicions are I hereby relinquish to him all claims to his'receive it.
HOHE subscriber has purchased the fight allowed said creditors to bring in and prove strong against a young man named Charles future services and earnings. He is at per
That, in order to secure so extensive J. of building the Patent Brick Oven in their claims ; and that we will attend the ser or Charles H. Thompson, who recently fect liberty to act and trade for himself.
WILLIAM SHAPLE1GH.
a circulation, pfthe Herald, nothing is the towns of Kennebunk, Kennebunk-port, vice assigned us, at the store of Wm. Bourn, closed -his apprenticeship at the Thomaston
Wells, York, Eliot, Kittery, North-Berwick,
necessary but zeal and activity in the Berwick, South Berwick, Sanford and Leb in Wells, on the last Friday of Nov. instant, State Prison. He has been seen about here Parsonsfield,.Oct. 24,1834.
and on the last Fridays of the five following within a few days, dressed rather decently,
officers of the State Society.
anon. The oven is heated without the use months, from two to four o’clock in the after with Brown Coat and Blue Pantaloons. The
That there is abundant reason for of fire in the oven—so that it possesses the noons of said days.
watch was a double bottomed silver one,
HOMAS’ (old) FARMERS’ ALMA
believing, that, in evéry town, there are important advantage of a clean bottom at
JOHN RANKIN,
nearly new. The Spoons were all new,
all times—it also holds heat much longer than
NACK, for 1835, calculated for the
WILLIAM BOURN.
marked T. D. P. A double breasted Cassipersons, who either by associations Or the common oven. It may be built in new or
State of Maine.
Wells,
Nov.
10,1834.
mere
Vest,
a
Changeable
Silk
Gown,
a
Silk
as individuals, would cheerfully com old chimnies.—This improvement deserves
Robinson’s Maine Farmers’ Almanack.
Velvet Stock, and two Silk Hdkfs. are aplete the supply for every family there the particular attention of Bakers.
For sale at the publishers’ prices by the
mong the articles of wearing apparel Stolen.
Commissioners
’
Notice
For further particulars apply to
in.
The above reward will be paid for the appre 1000, gross, dozen or single, by
GOODWIN.
D. REMICH.
That the extended circulation of thé’, Kennebunk, Sept.HOSAH
HE subscribers having been appointed hension of the thief, and discovery of articles,
10, 1834.
Kennebunk, Oct. 11, 1834.
by the Judge of Probate for the Coun and it is hoped the public will be on the alert
paper, at such price as will exactly
to bring the notorious villain to justice.
ty of York, Commissioners to receive and
mhhr & visu
meet all the expenditures of the society,q
Herds Grass & Ulover^Se.ed5.
SAMUEL C. ADAMS.
examine
the claims of the creditors to the
OULD
notify
all
those
with
whom
they
will be the rrlost effectual and suitable
Oct.
15,1834.
IJOR
Sale by
WM. LORD.
have unsettled accounts of more than estate of
means of equalizing and securing the'
JL Oct. 30,1834.
ABNER COUSINS,
six months standing, that settlement must be
liberalities of the friends of the cause. made by the 1st of December next.
late of Kennebunk, in said County, deceased,
SALT.
OR sale by the subscriber,
FEATHERS.
That it be earnestly recommended, Likewise all who are indebted to them, and represented insolvent, give notice that six
50 HHDS. COARSE SALT.
A QUANTITY of Russia Feathers, for sale
that the subscriptions to the Herald be. have engaged to pay in Lumber, Wood or months from the 3d day of November instant
WM. LORD.
-l A by the subscriber at reduced prices.
have been allowed said creditors, to bring in
immediately increased to such a num Country Produce, must bring those articles and prove their claims ; and that we will at Kennebunk, Oct, 28,1834.
WM. LORD.
very soon, or cash will be expected.
ber, as shall be adequate to the supply Kennebunk, Oct. 3, 1834.
Nov. 5,1834.
tend to the duties of our appointment, at the
NOTICE.
office of John Frost in said Kennebunk, on
of every family in the State.
the last Monday of Nov. instant, and on the
HE subscriber, having contracted with
That the friends of the cause be,;
TAPS & ^UFFAEOES
last Mondays of the five following months,
the overseers of the poor of the town
and they hereby are, respectfully re
~ BUSHELS
POTATOES ;
from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
quested to use their exertions to pro
Dated the 4th day of Nov. 1834.
ing to said town, and having made provision Osuitable for shipping.
WM. LORD.
cure in their respective Counties, their
JOHN FROST,
FFERS for sale, Fur Sealand Nutra
for their support accordingly, he therefore
Nov. 6.
JAMES OSBORN, Jr.
CAPS—latest fashion.
forbids all persons harboring or supporting
proportion, of such subscriptions. The
any pauper of the town of Wells, on his
following list exhibits an approxima A good assortment of Hair Seal Caps for
~~SAND PAPER, ~
and boys—very low.
HAY.
account, except where he has made an agree
tion to that proportion, viz : York,’ meh
A PRIME article. For sale by
One Bale Prime Buffalo Robes.
HE subscriber is now purchasing Hay. ment tor so doing.
D. REMICH»
Cumberland, Lincoln and Kennebec, Gentlemen’s Fur Collars and Gloves.
WM. LORD.
JOSIAS LITTLEFIELD.
Nov. 8.
each ten thousand ; Penobscot, seven
Kennebunk, Nov. 1,1834.
Kennebunk, Nov. 5,1834.
Wells, August 4, 1834.
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